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The
spring
season
is
approaching and students who
are expecting air-conditioned
classrooms might be disappointed until the middle of April.
According to Facilities Development and Operations, there
will be no electricity-powered
air-conditioning because of some
reworking of the central plant on
the east side of campus.
The department said it is
affecting the entire campus,
except for the dormitory buildings.
The reworking is part of
Infrastructure Phase II, the
development plan that includes
the Martin Luther King Jr.
Library.
The construction work near
the plant on 10th and San Carlos
streets is part of this phase,
according to Facilities.
Bob Trammell, manager of
support service for the engineering building, said the system is
being shut down to do some piping, but 50 percent of the system
should be up by April 15.
The pause in the university
cooling system was originally
going to be held until July, but
Facilities Development and
Operations began working on
the project ahead of time to keep
away from a summer heat wave,
Trammell said.
"There shouldn’t be a problem
on campus unless we have an
extremely hot spring," he said.
Kate Shelton, an administrator coordinator for engineering
graduate studies and research,
said she’s concerned about the
conditions in the Engineering
building if there will be no airconditioning.
"The building is closed and
you can’t open windows," Shelton
said. "So, we’re dependent on
(air-conditioning)."
She also said the computer
labs get warm when there is no
air circulating.
Suketu Shah, a student assistant in Clark Library who is
majoring in mechanical engineering, said he doesn’t have a
problem with the temperature of
the library because he works
near the entrance doors.
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MEChA sponsors Word Poetry Series in honor of International Women’s Day
By Rickee Hill
DAILY STAFF WRITER

With nearly standing room
only, available chairs were
sparse in the Market Cafe on
Wednesday night during the
International Women’s Day
poetry series hosted by MEChA.
"Word Poetry Series is a night
of creative expression through
word, song, musical and theatrical elements," said Adriana
Cabrera-Garcia, co-chair of the
group, noting the event is usually held monthly.
Cabrera-Garcia helped to
host the event, even though she
proclaimed herself to be the
worst of hostesses.
The atmosphere was casual
and the audience was encouraging to those who came before the
microphone, clapping and cheering for their fellow spoken word
artists.
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D.C. Express extends hours
By Joseph Weaver
Dth, siNi I WRITER
The Dining Commons have
extended hours this semester in
response to student desires to
have a late-night on -campus
source to feedotheir cravings.
The program, called "D.C.
Express," made its debut on Jan.
28 and was initially only a Monday to Thursday operation with
hours from 9 p.m. to midnight.
That changed on Feb. 10 when
the Dining Commons expanded
D.C. Express to Sunday nights
and extended the hours to 1 a.m.

Daily Stall

Adriana Cabrera -Garcia, a member of MEChA, hosted Word Poetry Series at the Market Cafe Wednesday night. Wednesday was
International Women’s Day and the speakers focused on issues that women face in today’s society.

"We wanted to make sure %%
said
captured
everybody,"
Charles Black, manager of the
"We
know
Dining Commons.
there are some students that are
coming back from home on the
weekends and like to stop in for
something to eat."
D.C. Express is designed as a
place for Residence Hall students
to go, but all San Jose State University students can use the program this semester if they show
their Tower Card.
"There is no way for US to monitor if a person is a resident or not
right now," Mark said. "Hopefully.

"It’s got to do with women and
living," she said.
Cabrera-Garcia started the
evening with two of her own
pieces.
The finst was called "The Thin
Line Between Hair and Struggle" and the second focused on
the life of a Sears’ customer service representative.
After she finished reading
both poems, she laughed and
said, "I have too much fun."
Marc Pinate is involved with
MEChA and is the director of literary and performance programs.
"Spoken word is another
(phrase) for performance poetry,"
Pinate said.
He said listeners were not
able to go back and re-read parts
they may not understand.
"There is a lot of repetition,"
see
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The Commonwealth Club of
Silicon Valley was host to San
Jose State University President
Robert Caret Thursday at the
CoMpaq Center.
Caret spoke about issues of
leadership, his rise in administration and the value of SJSU to
the Silicon Valley.
Caret was the fifth guest in a
series of luncheons put on by the
Cortunonwealth Club as a way to
introduce leaders from the community and allow them to share
their experiences.
"The purpose (of the luncheons ) is to focus on leadership
abilities and what framed who
they became," said Trish Newfarmer, director of the Commonwealth Club.
Caret sat in front of a group of
about 30 people and answered
questions from moderator Nancy
Bussani.
Bussani started the conversation by asking him about his
opinion of his own leadership
qualities and the path that led
him to his position at SJSU.
"I think you have to be a different kind of leader on different
issues at different points in
time," Caret said.
VVIien asked if he had always
been a leader, Caret said that
although he had never actually
thought of himself as such,
throughout his life he has been.
"I was always someone who
liked to be involved," he said.
Caret said he had never
planned on moving into administration and had instead originally focused on a career as an educator at the high school and college level.
He said he started out in education as a chemistry professor
before an opportunity in administration was presented, which
he accepted.
Having previously been a
teacher, he said, helped prepare
himself to better serve students
and faculty as president as well
as in his past roles as a dean and
provost.
"One of the benefits is most of
us in leadership have come up
through the ranks, so we are
empathetic towards those below
us," Caret said.
Caret, who was appointed
president of SJSU in 1995, spent
See
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Under pressure . . .

when we expand the program, it
will only apply to students living
in the Residence Halls."
Currently, D.C. Express is not
a part of the regular resident
meal plan program. Students
who are accustomed to using
their Tower Card to pay for meals
will have to use Dining Dollars or
cash to purchase the food they
select at D.C. Express.
"We’re looking to include this
into the regular meal plan in the
future." Black said.
Black said that student usage
EXPRESS, rage 3

Childcare options available at SJSU
l3y RIckee Hill
DAILY STAFF WRITER

Childcare may be a problem
that working families face, but it
also affects those parents who are
furthering their education.
San Jose State University
offers childcare options to not
only students, but to families
ing in the surrounding neighborhoods as well.
Toni Campbell, coordinator of
lab school, said there are two ser-

vices provided by SJSU, each having a distinct purpose.
One program, offered by Associated Students, is a daycare center that is funded by student fees
and is available for students, she
said.
Campbell said if there are
openings, faculty members are
welcome to use the program as
well.
The second is a pre-school program.
Children go to pre-school two

to four days a week and stay from
two to two-and-a-half hours per
day, she said.
The pre-school is open to the
general public and involves a
mixture of student, faculty and
neighborhood children.
It is a part of the course work
for child development majors at
SJSU and is a lab-type setting,
Campbell said.
"Think of it as a chemistry

see KIDS.
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ktrw Daily SW/
Working during a rainstorm, Jason McNeal, left, and Jason Faria hose down the concrete quad
near the Art building area with pressure washers. McNeal and Faria cleaned the quad area after work
was recently completed on realigning the uneven strips in the concrete near the building.
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Cloning brings questions of creation, ethics
Spartan Party’s
stances questioned
Iwould like to thank Rime Shah for writing such
a thorough article ("A.S. Candidates Prepare For
Elections," Feb. 28) on the upcoming elections.
As someone who has attended more A.S. board
meetings than some of the directors, I was amazed
at the comments Ryan Grotz made as chair and
presidential candidate for the Spartan Party.
He claims the Spartan Party stands for open
communication. He and his party members have
constantly resisted student input since they have
been in office including financial disclosure of our
fee allocation.
Furthermore, he and the Spartan Party board
members insisted on moving the board meetings to
the Scheller House. With the restricted space (as
the board room in the Student Union sits empty)
this impedes student participation.
He sited filling student vacancies as another
party agenda item. At the last board meeting his
fellow party member and brother Eric Grotz argued
against the filling of the vacancies on the board,
which are so severe they are close to not having a
quorum.
He claims the lack of student parking to be an
issue. Melissa Heitz who is another Spartan Party
member has never attended any of the community
meetings on parking or downtown access including
the meeting on a recent Thursday at the Redevelopment Agency.
She has not been to the last two regular board
meetings and has one of the worst attendance
records of all the directors.
I hope the Spartan Daily continues its efforts to
keep the students informed on the records of those
who are running for re-election.
We must reverse student apathy and realize that
this is our opportunity to take back Associated Students and start using our $5.8 million in student
fees the way the majority of students want it spent:
to enhance our experience at SJSU.
Steve Cohen
senior
business and hospitality management
Candidate for A.S. Directhr of Business Affairs

China, the most populated country in the world is claiming a
great leap in medical science
the cloning of dozens of human
embryos, to be used for stem cell
research.
In the United States, this research
encountered political barriers for
being such a controversial issue.
Where human life starts and how
we handle it is a question only God
can answer.
And since it has been a while since
his last press conference, we will have
to muddle through it on our own.
We are now at a precipice in our
evolution.
We have, within our grasp, the
ability to create life that is not just
offspring, but an exact copy of ourselves.
As scary as it sounds, we have at
our disposal all of the powers of a god.
We have, throughout time, had the
power to destroy all life on this planet.
Our earth is ill as we infect it with
our carelessness and infect each other
with nuclear waste.
Do we have better wisdom to dispense life than we have shown in dispensing death?
And, possibly the most important
question: Is the life we create true life

WI II RIA MY LIG! ITER?
as a god would create?
That is, will it include a soul?
Talking to my friend JaShong, he
challenged me with questions concerning human soul.
VVhere does the soul reside?
If I lose an arm, is my soul diminished?
If I have an organ transplant, have
I exchanged part of my soul for part of
another’s?
Or have I gained that person’s loss?
Have I incorporated part of that
soul without exchanging any of my
own?
Science soon will give us the power
to clone ourselves and we will have to
consider these questions carefully,
even if we can never fully answek
them.
With no obvious answers to these

questions, we must proceed slowly.
But we must proceed.
Since the beginning of time, we
have questioned who we are.
Where we are from and where we
are going?
We have moved forward, sometimes to our betterment, sometimes to
our eternal shame.
But we have always moved forward.
Why are we so afraid now?
The soul does not reside in individual parts of the body any more than
mind exists in the brain.
If it did, then we could have saved
some of it from the genius of Van
Gogh, Vernes, or Einstein.
Looking back at these great minds,
who were ridiculed and labeled blasphemous for clearing to defy the status
quo, we can see that all great
advances were in their time feared.
Do we fear to find out our reality
has other dimensions of which we are
unaware?
Or is it just that we are too comfortable with our present one?
It seems we are falling back to old
habits: When in doubt, say "no."
Faith and religion, the way we see
it now, is a result of centuries of questioning dogmas and old teachings
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Believe is a choice, but a
choice with consequences
response to Beau Dowling ("The Good Book?
Iit.Nore like the funny pages," March 1,1 who views
life and the Bible as a mystery.
The Cross of Calvary: creature versus Creator.
You can worship Satan (the creature, a fallen
angel) and go to hell.
You can worship the Creator and go to heaven.
The choice is yours.
The finding of the Dead Sea Scrolls in 1947 shows
that the Bible has been passed down accurately for
over 2,000 years.

MarkParisi@aol.com
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Lawrence E. Miller
alumnus
criminal justice
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Career Center
Forum: Careers in biotech from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. in the Engineering building, Room
189. For more information, contact 924-6031.

Sunday

Career Center
Job and internship strategies workshop:
Surviving the current job market from 1:30 to
2:30 p.m. in the Career C.enter. Workshop
room. For more information, contact 9’24-6031.

Financial Management Association
Social from 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at Round
Table Pizza at 4302 Moorpark Ave. For more
information, contact Glendon at 3.56-0626.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Sunday Mass at 300 S. 10th St. starting
at 11 a.m. with brunch to follow and 5 p.m.
with dinner to follow. For more information,
contact Sister Marcia Krause at 938-1610.

Center
Employer presentation: Maxim from
11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the Almaden mom
of the Student Union. For more information,
contact 9’24-6031.

Counseling Services
Relationship recovery support group
from 1 p.m. hi 2 p.m in the Administration
Room 201 For more information.
contact JenniU, at 924-5910.

Chicano Commencement Committee
Weekly meeting at 2 p.m. in the Chicano
RPSOUMP Libniry. For mom information, contact
chicono commencernent/oyahoogroups.com.

Counseling Services
Eating disorder workshop from noon to
1:30 p.m. in the Ilealth building. lUxim 20K For
more information. Emmet Anna at 924-5910.

Friday

School of Art & Design
Student galler exhibitions from 10 a.M.
ta 4 p.m. through Enday in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For more mini..
motion. contact John or Nicole at 924-43.30.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily MAAS at 12:10 p.m. at 300 S. 10th
St. For more information, contact Sister Marcia Krause a 9314-1610.

Saturday
fiJSU Boxing t:luh
Tournament aprainst Reno. 1NI.V. tic
Berkeley and Santa Clara at 6 p.m at the
Santa Clara University Event Center. For
more information. contact Julio at 977.1130

Monday
Coalition for Social Justice,
Solidarity and Unity
Weekly meeting at 6 p.m. in the Pacheco
mom to collectively organize events this
semester. All student organizations are wel
come
Health Science Undergraduate
Student Association
Meeting at 4:30 p.m. in the Guadalupe
room of the Student Union. For more infor
mation. contact Lauren at 942-0367.
Career Center
Biotech career forum from 1:30 p.m. to 4
p.m. in the Engineering building, Room 189.
For more information, contact 924-6031.

xlspirit.org
Meditation and meditation instruction
from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at the Tipi Chapel
next to Robert’s Bookstore. For more information. contact Roger at 605-1687.
SJSU Faculty/Staff Walking Club
Beginning/intermediate levels. take
half of your lunch and walk around campus.
Meets every Monday from 11:30 a.m. outtide of the Career Center. For more infor.
mation, contact Teresa Backer at 924-6055.

Tuesday
Multicultural Center
Presentation by Carl Winters at noon in
Module A, Room 117. For more informal I, PII
contact 924-2815 or 924-2707.
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Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlan
Weekly. officers meeting at 6 p.m. in
the Chicano Library Remurce Center, Module A. For more information. contact Adriana Garcia at 250-9245.
Nurses Christian Fellowship
Bible study at 9:30 a.m. in the Montalvo room of the Student Union. For
more information. contact Diane at 2482997.
A.S. Campus Recreation
Intramural softball captain’s meeting
at 3 p.m. in the University House, Room
203. For more information, contact Rita at
924-6266.
AIESEC
Information SPAHMa from noon to 1:15
p.m. in the Pacifica room of the Student
Union. For more information, centact Saldy
at 937-8242.
Peer Health Education
Contestants for "The Dating Game Show"
from 1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. in Health building. Room 208. For more information, contact
Kumilto at 9’1A-6143.
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The world sits on the back of huge
elephants.
If you navigate far enough, you
may fall into the abyss.
Women can’t enter heaven because
they have inunature souls.
The earth is the center of the universe and does not move.
The sun and all the stars revolve
around our planet.
The Gods live on the mountain top
and luindle hunian lives like pieces on
a chess board.
All of these fallacies were accepted
facts until someone broke the mold
and questioned them.
Let’s be critical thinkers and not let
political agendas dictate our science.
These discoveries will help cure
diseases we still don’t have cures for.
As we progress in our research into
cloning, ethics must guide us, but not
hold us back.
Since our beginning, war and
destruction have been the trademark
of human progress.
If we turn our backs now, when we
can change our generation’s legacy to
creation and life?
Karla Gachet is the Spartan Daily
Photo Editor "Where’s My Lighter?"
appears F’ridays.

Police step aside, the
fashion fascist is here
here at the Spartan
WeDaily strive each and
everyday to bring the
latest and best news to you, the
student body.
We get suggestions from students and faculty members
about things they feel we should
cover.
Some are good, some are bad,
and some I wouldn’t wipe my
ass with.
One suggestion came to me
that made me want to commit
suicide.
Fashion on campus.
Somebody actually had the
gall and audacity to suggest we
use a perfectly good space in our
paper to cover the dos and
don’ts of fashion.
It will never happen.
The rationale is everyone
either realizes they aren’t "up
to date" on the latest trends
and knows deep down inside
that they shouldn’t dress like
that, or think they’re "up-todate" on fashion when they
really aren’t.
The mind frame is so limited
it’s pathetic.
Fashion is something to scoff
at.
The people who buy into that
scene are brain-dead zombies
who have to be told what to
wear.
It’s really sad to see that our
campus has turned into a fashion show, with patrons walking
the catwalk to class.
This is school, not an audition
for Ralph "Borin’" or Tommy
"High-figure."
Running an article of that
nature would give the impression that everyone should dress
the same.
Forget about being an individual, standing out or making your own mark in this
world.
Be a clone and a sheep, and
follow the trends that MTV and
the mall shove down your gullet.
Don’t rely on your own
instinct to wear what you
want.
Just buy this expensive crap
that any other jerk can buy off
the rack and look the same.
Think the same.
Talk the same.
Act the same.
Spend an eternity in front of
a mirror and coordinate your
clothes three nights in advance,
because we wouldn’t want to

clash now, would we?
It’s not brown, it’s sand.
It’s not blue, it’s aqua.
It’s not fashion, it’s a joke.
These
so-called
fashion
designers are malting a killing
of idiotic label-whores who
absolutely need to know what’s
"in" this season.
Let them tell you what to
wear, because it sure beats trying to find out who you really
are.
Although following those silly
trends say a lot about who you
are.
It proves you can’t think for
yourself, you’re self-conscious
and you’re deathly afraid of
what people will think of you.
So you put on your mask and
your
fashionably-conscious
clothes and hope that notiody
sees who you really are.
Those toothpick supermodels
strut up and down the stage
with clothes that would embarrass Liberace.
The fact that these pale, bony
waifs are called "supermodels"
is a contradiction in terms.
There’s nothing super about
them, besides the fact that
they’re super-skinny and look
like they haven’t eaten since the
Carter administration.
Has anybody ever actually
seen people wear some of the
"clothes" these designers cook
up?
Feathers, huge plastic
hats and material only the
rich, white, upper class can
a fford.
Fashion isn’t for everybody
and it shouldn’t be a prerequisite.
It’s for spoiled rich kids who
take themselves too seriously.
I abhor, detest and despise
fashion.
And anybody defending it is
too afraid to be who he or she
really is.
Beau Dowling is the Spartan
Daily Managing Editor.
"Professional Crastinator"
appears Fridays.
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POETRY Next event to honor Asian Americans
continued from Page I

;

Pinate said. "You’ll hear dramatic pauses,
different sounds like beat boxing or
scratching."
According to Pinat,e, who teaches drama
at SJSU, there is a theatrical side aki well
when artists use body language.
He said his class this semester would be
substituting the art of spoken word in
place of the typical monologue.
During the event, each artist performed
a personal and rhythmic version of their
work that the audience clearly appreciated
by responsive applause and whistles.
"With each event, the crowd grows,"
Cabrera-Garcia said. "Tonight was the
biggest crowd yet."
According to Cabrera-Garcia, the poetry
series is a space to share and exchange
thoughts, ideas and dreams in an innovative way that challenges and influences
people’s everyday thinking.
Each artist who recited their poetry also
expressed interest in breaking boundaries
that separate minorities, both gender and
racially based.
Poems ranged in topic from self-defense,
self-esteem and self-image to family abuse
and self-definition.
Others focused on racial bias and
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Ivan KashinsAy/ Daily Staff
Freecla Yllana speaks about her past and her frustrations with growing up in male-dominated society at Word Poetry
Series. Yllana is a 22-year-old political science major at San Jose State University.

AIRConstrucion on Infrastructure II caused the lack of circulation
continued from Page I
"I’ve never seen any building on
campus where I’ve been really hot or
really cold," he said. "It matters when
fin studying. I like to be comfortable."
Shah said that when he takes classes in the engineering building, he gets
frustrated when there is no air circulating in the classrooms.
"In engineering classes, students
don’t mind having big classes, but we
would like to have some type of cooling
system," he said. "It’s hard enough to
pay attention during class."
Ted Cunningham. energy and utiliag
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ties manager for Facilities Development and Operations, said the university buildings would be cooled through
a process called "night purging."
"Night purging brings lots of outside, nighttime air to cool the building," Cunningham said. "We’ll do a lot
of nighttime purging and ask people to
make sure to keep their doors and windows closed so we maintain the temperature in the buildings. So you
would need a coat in the morning, and
no coat in the afternoon."
He said the "chilled water system,"
which processes air-conditioning, is
being improved to be more energy effi-

cient and to expand as the square
footage of the campus increases.
Trammell said the chilled water is
necessary for the campus.
"When there is no chilled water, the
only thing the facilities people can do
is circulate outside air," he said.
He also said that the engineering
department plans to purchase fans if
unexpected hot temperatures affect
the building.
"If it becomes inhabitable, we would
have to vacate," Trammell said. "But
the possibility of that happening is
remote."

KIDS Senior child development majors work in center
0,11111Illed

from Page I

class and lab," she said. "Instead
of Bunsen burners, we have kids."
The course, Child Development 160, is open to seniors within the child development major,
Campls41 said
Kim Chungsoon, child development department chair, said
students are required to have
some amount of field work.
"Field work gives students
practical experiences to draw
from," she said. "We don’t have
enough lab facilities on campus
for every student to gain their
experience here."
There are off-campus sites
that students use for field experience that include local schools.
"Students get class credit for
their field experience whether it
be on campus OE at a local school,"

Chungsoon said.
Students must hold a senior
status, be a child development
major and enroll in Child Development 159, she said.
Frances Roth, the director of
associated students child development center, said that having
such a childcare program on campus is beneficial to students.
She said the service cent,er
provides childcare for SJSU students and it can last up to eight
hours a day if need be.
According to Roth, the service
has an educational aspect as
well.
She said that the children are
cared for in a different way than
at the lab center.
Student fees do not cover the
charges, she said.
There is a subsidized program
and some funding comes from the
department of education, she

said.
"The total income of the family
is taken into consideration as
well as the number of people in
the family," Roth said.
Based on the requirements, if
a family qualifies, they may pay a
minimal runount per day.
Out of the $8 a semester fee
that students pay, $3 of it goes to
operate the center.
The remaining $5 goes to pay
for the new building.
Depending on the age of the
child and whether it would be
full-time or part time care, there
is a minimum of two days a week.
"We take children from six
months to six years," Roth said.
"Infants cost the most because
they need more people to take
care of them," Roth said. "Toddlers are a little less since they
don’t need as many adults."

EXPRESS Dining Commons open until 1 a.m.
continued from Page I
of the program has been pretty consistent.
He said between 125 and 132 students
currently use the D.C. Express on a typical
night.
"We have regulars," Black said. "They
don’t always order the same thing though.
They like a variety of things."
D.C. Express offers snacks that a person
would find in a typical convenience store as
well as some of the usual Dining Commons
fare.
Some students who have used D.C.
Express enjoy the idea of getting something to eat on campus late at night.
"I think it’s a good idea," said Joshua
Smith, a sophomore art history major. "It’s
nice to have a quiet place to come to at
night to study and be able to grab something to munch on at the same time."
The fact that D.C. Express is the only
on-campus facility that provides food after
8:30 p.m. is appealing to other students.
"I don’t think there is anywhere else oncampus that is open late at night," said Jessica Forari, a freshman computer science
major. "So it’s nice to have a resource near-

day. Surmad is 18 niiles south of
Gardez, the capital of Paktia
Province. Gardez is about 75 miles
south of Kabul, the capital.
U.S. officials have said hundreds of fugitive fighters have
been killed since Operation Anaconda began and small numbers
detained. Eight American and
three Afghan troops have died in
the offensive.
Five international peacekeepers were killed Wednesday when a
Soviet-era missile they were trying
to defuse exploded, the first fatalities in the force. And on Thursday
in Kandahar, a fire at an ammunition depot near the coalition base
killed three U.S.-allied Afghan
fighters. Canadian officials said
the Afghans may have tripped a
booby trap, sparking a fire.
New troops were headed to the
region, including about 200 soldiers from the 101st Airborne
I3ivision, equipped with 16 Apache
helicopters and four CH-47 Chinook; and 107 members of a Canadian infantry unit rotating in.
Thursday dawned over eastern Paktia province with thunderous blasts from U.S. B-52
bombers shaking Gardez and the
mountains southwest of here.
Dozens of U.S. Army Apache
attack helicopters, armed with :10
mni guns and Hellfire missiles,
pounded targets in the narrow,
craggy gorges.
The air bombardment, felt 30
miles away, appeared heavier
than in recent days as the United
States accelerated efforts to crack
the al-Qaida resistance.
Residents of several mountain

by for residents."
The idea for D.C. Express came from
"Food Forum" resident meetings that take
place bi-weekly at 3 p.m. Mondays in the
Dining Commons.
"Several students mentioned that they
would like to have something that goes
past normal dining hours," Black said.
Black said D.C. Express would start
showing movies each night once the NCAA
men’s basketball tournament concludes
April 1.
Despit,e fliers posted on the Dining Com
mons’ entry doors, near the second-floor
elevators at Joe West Hall and othei
places, some students are still not aware of
the program.
"I haven’t heard about it," Jey Cho, a
junior economics major. said. "It sounds
like a good idea though."
Black said the ultimate goal of the program is to provide a service for all students
who live in the Residence Halls.
"This program is designed for our residence community," Black said. "We hope to
serve them as well as possible with this
program and others in the future."

Democrats seek to be first openly gay men in Legislature
SAN FRANCISCO (API
There’s little question an openly gay
man will win the Democratic primary for a state Assembly seat from
San Francisco and go on to win the
general election in what is considered a safe Democratic district.
The question is which gay man
will win. The San Francisco
Department of Elections is still
counting ballots to determine

vdiether Nlark Leno or Harry
Britt won the primary.
Leno picked up about 200
absentee votes Thursday, putting
him ahead of Britt by 916 votes
with all precincts reporting. The
counting of several thousand
other ballots was expected to continue Friday. It’s unknown when
a finally tally will be reached.
Leno and Britt are seeking an

Assembly seat being vacated b%
Carole Migden, a lesbian.
Leno or Britt, and former
Santa Cruz Mayor John Laird,
are set to become the first openly
gay men in the California Legitlature, joining three uncloseted
lesbians in pushing an agenda
that includes giving same-sex
couples the same protections as
married straight people.

Be supported in what you do.
We’re building a unique culture
where it’s people first, employees
second. See it in the high quality
of life the meaningful recognition,
the chance to make a difference,
and the amazing opportunities

Heavy bombs rock eastern Afghan towns
GARDEZ. Afghanistan ’API
U.S. troops scoured caves and
cleared ridges of al-Qaida diehards
Thursday. but sandstorms and
high winds grounded helicopters
and threatened to disrupt the IT.S.led air and gmund offensive.
Alter some of the heaviest
bombing in the six-day offensive,
a number of supply flights were
delayed or canceled because of
the worsening weather. U.S. officials acknowledged pilots and
troops on the ground would have
a harder time routing the fighters
in such bad conditions.
Maj. Bryan Hilferv. spokesman
for the 10th Mountain Division,
said 100 militants were killed
Wednesday. Allied attacks also
destroyed some (if’ their heavy
weaponry -- - which includes mortars, small cannons. rocket-propelled grenades and shoulderfired anti-aircritft
"We’re continuing to bolster
our efforts, and units am continuing to maneuver in fire today,
clearing ridgelines, caves and
pockets of al-Qaida resistance,"
Hilfery said at Bagram air base,
north of t he Afghan capital Kabul.
U.S. officials and Afghan commanders said al-Qaida sympaincluding some from
thizers
had crossed into the
Pakistan
mountains to join the fight.
Afghans said enemy forces may
now number 1,(X/0.
The commanders insisted the
routes to the mountain passes had
since been sealed -- even though
’faliban lighters managed to bring
of heir slain comrades to t he
I...11;111s of Sormad fie

oppression that has affected their lives.
Some artists explained how their feelings of oppression and anger shaped them
into the people they are today.
Yllana read a poem she wrote called
"Shepherd."
Before reading it, she
explained the background behind her
inspiration.
"(This) is about the abuse me and my
family went through," Yllana said.
The poem used metaphors to describe
how the Shepherd tends to his flock and
the sheep always follow.
She said that one day she saw the Shep
herd in his true light of a wolf
Another poem Yllana performed was
called "Baggage."
"I wrote (Baggage) while in an airport
looking at all the bags," she said. "It isn’t
just a literal meaning however."
Yllana explained through her spokenword performance that the baggage people
carry shapes their personalities.
"Blessings in disguise," she said.
The next event is scheduled to be held
on April 10 and will celebrate Asian American Awareness Month.
The Asian-American experience will be
showcased through hip-hop.
Vanessa Nisperos is slated to be on the
turntables.

vill
have fled the assault,
vvhich has pummeled Shah-e-Kot
and the nearby hamlets of Haber
Khiel, Shai Kha Khiel, Zweigi
Qalai, Marzak and Mughal Qala,
said Hafeezullah, a member of
the Surmad town council.

It’s no accident we swept every
award in the full- service category
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Hawai’i eliminates men’s basketball team
DAILN

SI All.

RFPORT

University of Hawai’i guard
Mark Campbell took full advan
tage of a new San Jose Stat,e
versity defense to lead his topseeded Rainbow Warriors to a 7156 victory over the Spartans in
the Western Athletic Conference
tournament quarterfinals on
Thursday at the Reynolds Center
in Tulsa.
SJSU head coach Steve Barnes
had hoped to implement a triangle-and-two defense in hopes of
stopping scoring threats and allWAC selections Predrag Savovic
and Carl English.
While English scored a gamehigh 23 points and Savovic tallied
15, it was Campbell, who averaged 5.5 points during the regular
season, who burnt the Spartans
for a season-high 17 points.
SJSU opened tournament play
on Tuesday with a 58-57 victory
over Rice, the first WAC tournament win for the school since they
joined the conference in 1997.
SJSU finished the season at
10-22.
The Rainbow Warriors advance
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All games played at the Reynolds Center, University of Tulsa
Higher seeded team is home
to play the University of Nevada
in today’s semifinal round
matchup scheduled for 4 p.m.
The WAC championship game
is scheduled for Saturday at 6
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Despite shooting 34.5 percent
from the field and Campbell and
Savovic combining for 28 of
Hawai’i’s 32 points in the first

I I igher seeded team is home

half, the Spartans
trailed 32-27 at halftime.
Thanks in part to two threepointers from Campbell, Hawai’i
opened the second half with 16-3

and outdistanced the Spartans.
SJSU guard Brandon Hawkins
finished with 17 points while forward Marion Thurmond, playing
in his last game for the Spartans,

scored 16.
Hawkins and Thurmond combined to shoot 12-for-25 while the
rest of the Spartans shot a paltry
8-for-37.

Spartan softball team trying
to change season’s fortunes
.ndrew Bollinger
DAILY STAFF WR1TFR

The Spartans come into the tournament with a 7-15 record, but said they
are optimistic because they have played
better as of late.
SJSU pounded out a season-high 12
hits last Saturday in its 7-6 win against
Ohio State University while playing in
Worth Invitational Tournament in
Fullerton.

’l’he Spartan softball team is scheduled
to host the 16th Annual National Invitational Softball Tournament this weekend
:it the Pleasanton Sports Complex.
Among the teams in the tournament
are the University of Iowa, CAL Berkeley and UCLA, which were three of the
final eight teams in last season’s College
World Series.
UCLA, who was defeated by the UniHAD SOME FIGHT IN
versity of Arizona in the Championship
game last year, is scheduled t,o appear in
US
LAST
WEEK. HOPEFULLY
the tournament as the No. 1 team in the
USA Today/National Fastpitch Coaches
WE CAN CONTINUE THAT.
Association Divison I Top 25 poll.
San Jose State University head coach,
- Karlie Riess,
Dee Dee Enabenter-Omidiji, said playSpartan catcher
ing against the better teams in the
nation is not a bid deal.
"We have been playing top ranked
The victory was encouraging to not
teams all year," Enabenter-Omidiji said. just the coach, but some players, also.
She said they played No. 1 UCLA
"We had fight in us (last weekend),’’
tough, even though the Bruins defeated Spartan catcher Karlie Reiss said.
them 3-0 on Feb 3 in Los Angeles.
"Hopefully we can continue that."
The Spartans have also played
Enabenter-Omidiji said she agreed.
against No. 12 University of Washington
"I am very hopeful because our effort
and are scheduled to play No. 9 Arizona has been better," she said. "We showed
State University in the tournament on signs of improvement last Saturday."
Friday.
She said she was pleased with the
The Spartans have played 22 games way the team has been improving, but
t his season, while one of their opponents said in order to be better in the second
this weekend, the University of Buffalo, half of the season, they have to cut down
on mistakes.
von , ,.://v.sraff has just one game under their belt.
Some teams from the East Coast are
"We were down 4-0 in the first inning
First-year pitcher Brianne Ferguson practiced with the San Jose State Univer- scheduled to make the trip to Pleasan- of every game: Enabenter-Omidiji said.
sity softball team on Wednesday afternoon. Heading into this weekend’s National ton, including Buffalo, the University of "To put yourself in that situation is unacInvitational Toumament in Pleasanton, Ferguson has a 3-9 record for the Spartans. Virginia and the University of North ceptable."
Carolina-Greensboro.
Some of the players said they feel

WE

good about the second half of the season,
and see the team’s struggles as learning
experiences.
"I expect to have a lot better season
from here on out: freshman outfielder
Tiffany Finlay said. "I think game-bygame we keep improving. We are taking
big steps up. That’s all we need to do ...
keep improving every game and learn
something from every game."
Junior third baseman Veronica
Ramos said, "We’re getting better. The
team is doing a lot better, everyone is
getting on the same page."
Enabenter-Omidiji said the fact that
the Spartans are a West Coast team will
give them an advantage against any
East Coast team they play in the tournament because they have been practicing
since January and have played more
games than the East Coast teams that
are in the tournament.
"Back East they don’t step outside
until March," Enabenter-Omidiji said.
"Some of these teams are stepping onto
the field for the first time. We hope,
against those teams, we can talce advantage."
The Spartans are hitting .230 as a
team heading into the t,ournament
despite junior Becca Baldridge hitting a
team-high .491.
Pitchers Brianne Ferguson and Carol
Forbes have combined for a 3.54 ERA but
have won just seven games between them.
The Spartans first game is scheduled
for today at 10 a.m. against Arizona
State University, followed withgames
against Northern Iowa University at 4
p.m. and the University of Buffalo at 6
p.m.

Spring sports season no time for athletic oddities to commence
week, . 0., ,,,, tone
This
for a short, little rhyme. So,
I’ll have space in the spot
and leave more room for what’s
Between the Dots ...
... Ah, March. The most
refreshing time of the sports
years for me: NCAA tournament
time, baseball gets started, the
NBA is winding down, and, of
course, the Olympics are finally
finished.
... Doesn’t hockey just screw
the whole thing up?
... Nothing like Major League
Baseballs spring training. That
traitor, Jason Giambi, hit two
home runs in his first game donning the evil pinstripes of the
Yankees. Too bad he didn’t break
his ankle from tripping over third
base and then find another home
on the disabled list for the season
...
... Even without Giambi,
American League teams should
be on notice, The A’s pitching can
sure pick up the slack ...
... Plus, with a better year
from Miguel Tejada and a morematured Eric Chavez, the offense
might be able to pick up where it
left off last year ...
... Good ol’ Jeff Kent is out four
to six weeks after slipping while
washing his truck last week and
injuring his wrist ...
... Here’s the difference
between Kent and Giants team
mate Barry Bonds: Kent washes
his own truck while Bonds has
someone to wash his truck as well
as someone to watch the guy
washing the truck ...
... In Kevin Mitchell news: the
ex-Giants slugger has become the
manager of the Sonoma County
Crushers, an independent Western League baseball team. Lloyd

=MM.

... By t11,11,
course, I mean
the Duke University basketball
the
white
star; not
guy with all
the tattoos in Memphis or Mr.
Stray Bullet out in New Jersey

MIKE
OSEGUEDA
1,0

H

1),

McClendon and Lou Pinella
watch out: Mitchell is going be
throwing umpires around and
stealing all the bases ...
... Florida residents beware;
St. Louis Cardinals’ pitcher Rick
Ankiel is on the loose again. If
you get hit in the head with a
baseball, you know where to look
... My highlight of this baseball season will be the absence of
Mark McGwire. It’s about time ...
... In basketball, I guess I
should talk about the Warriors.
What is there to talk about.
though? They suck. They will continue to suck ...
... Here’s hoping for the No. I
pick in the Jason Williams !otter\
.. I mean the NBA Draft ...

... Jason Kidd returned to
Phoenix on Wednesday with his
neve team, the New Jersey Nets.
In an 89-87 loss, Kidd’s poor
shooting vvits a deciding factor.
No word on how his punching
was ...
... Kobe Bryant, on the other
hand, has been treating people
lately like they were Kidd’s wi I.
... He got into it with team
mate Samaki Walker and Regg,o
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Miller of the Pacers recently. I
guess that’s what happens when
you skip out on college and don’t
take classes like "Creating a
Meaningful Life" ...
... And now it’s time for the
inevitable: Michael Jordan is
injured. Anyone who didn’t
expect it must have a calendar
that still reads 1996 ...
... But back to the March
Widnes,: talk. Yet again. I’m

going to have to go %ith the
Dukies. Williams, Carlos Boozer,
Mike Dunleavy and the bunch
are just too good for everyone
else ...
... This wouldn’t be complete
without talking about everybody’s favorite sport: pro
wrestling ...
... Maybe it doesn’t have a
place here, but since it’s almost
time for the biggest event of the

year - WrestleMania - just a
little bit won’t hurt you ...
... If you don’t think HHH is
leaving with the championship
belt, ni bet you $100 that the
Warriors will win the NBA title
this year.
Mike Osegueda is the Spartan
Daily Opinion Editor.
’Between the Dots’ appears
every other Friday.
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Men’s volleyball club not surprising itself
By Kami Nguyen
DAILY STAFF WRITI Ft

In the eyes of its opponents, the
San Jose State University men’s
volleyball dub is making things
look too easy.
Nearing the end of its first season, the men’s volleyball club is
already ranked No.15 in Division
II, first in their league and has
still received an invitation for the
national championship tournament, said outside hitter and club
founder Earvin Balderama.
The National IntramuralRecreational Sports Association
College Club Championships is
scheduled for April 17 through
April 20 in Dallas and will host 64
Division II clubs.
The Association is the official

Freshman
Ryan
spikes a shot set up

Oliver
by junior

Matt Hoffman during a Spartan
men’s volleyball club practice in
Santa Clara.
which

is

The club team,

ranked

15th

in

the

nation, is scheduled to play a
two-day tournament against
San Francisco

State

University

this weekend.

Christy Kinskey / Dully staff

governing body for club sports, mainly because we were tired,
which is equivalent to the NCAA, lazy and a little too over-confident.
said player, Ryan Murdock.
We won the last game in three
"At the start of the season, we straight sets, and we already beat
thought it would be really ugly for (Santa Clara) already"
the first game," Murdock said.
Balderazna said the teain real"Some of the other teams experi- ized that even though they won
ence level is higher, but there was- most of their games, they had to
n’t a difference. We
still
push
could have beaten
themselves
them any other
toward
day"
improvement.
Balderama
"We
just
brought the volleycan’t stay at
ball club back to
the
same
life 10 years after
level, we have
the program folded
to get better so
in 1992.
they
(the
After reeling off
teams) don’t
five wins to open
take us by sur- Ryan Murdock,
the season, the volhe said.
SJSU men’s volleyball player prise,"
leyball club sufHe said the
fered its first loss to
team is doing
Santa Clara University at a meet well even though it is mostly made
on Saturday.
up of players who have not had
Though the team lost the first any collegiate experience.
two sets, 25-19 and 25-23, the club
Kevin Corral, middle blocker,
pulled together to win the next said the club’s success is because
two sets, 25-23 and 25-23. The last of "a lot of hard work and determiset ended the game with a 19-17 nation."
victory for Santa Clara.
One player that has been a key
The game was a wake up call to the team’s success is Jeremy
for the SJSU club, Balderama Penaflor, who plays the libero posisaid.
tion, Balderama said.
"We were down by a lot in the
"He’s like a back row specialist
first set," he said. "I think it was who is only allowed t,o pass and

AT THE START OF
THE SEASON, WE
THOUGHT IT WOULD BE
REALLY UGLY...

dig," Balderazna said. "He doesn’t
get a lot of the spotlight because
it’s not a glEunorous position, but
he’s the one that kept us in the
garne with Santa Clara."
Balderama said the team’s success doesn’t just lie in the actual
players in the game.
"There are some guys that don’t
play in the game," he said. "If it
wasn’t for how hard they practice
and how much they support us, we
wouldn’t be as good. It’s really a
team effort, not one or two players
in the team."
Coach Gary Olivas said he
thinks the team would do fine as
long as they stay focused and continue working as hard as they
have.
He said the team has exceeded
his expectations and is sure they
can compete with any team out
there.
Balderama said since the team
has done so well for their first season, they have to work extra hard
to keep up their status for next
season.
"We are the target for all of the
other teams in the league," he
said. "We’re the team to beat."
The club’s last game is scheduled for 8 p.m. on Saturday, March
16 against Pacific Union College
in the Spartan Complex.

Visit the Spartan Daily online at www.thespartandaily.com

CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
Implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
RECEPTIONIST, P/T phones It
clerical work, 10 min from
SJSU. Tue. 8 Thur 9-5 30 Call
Heather. 408-995-6425
WAREHOUSE POSITION
Available Monday -Friday
Part/Full Time 10am-7pm
Detail oriented Order Puller
$8.00 per hour
Work for a company that
truly appreciates its staff.
Apply in person,
Monday Friday 8am-5pm
1404 S 7th St San Jose
Corner of 7th 8 Alma
TUTOR/SHADOW AID Position
To teach and shadow a student
who has language delay Morning
hours, 3-5 hrsrtay, 5 days’wk
Training will be provided Call
Kim 408-276-3633
PT SHIPPING Receiving Clerk
Music/video etailer Sunnyvale
16-20 hrs. Flex hrs 408-985-7703
ACTIVITY AIDES, PART-TIME
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
aides to work with children w/
developmental disabilities ages
13-22 in San Jose. M -F, flex
scheduling. $9.78/hr. Call Ron
Halog 408-295-0228. Resume:
730 Empey Way, San Jose
95128 or fax 408-295-2957
BICYCLE MESSENGERS
Looking for your not so traditional
bike messengers. You don’t
need experience we’ll train you.
You will need a bike. lock.
helmet 8 common sense. All
welcome to appy for this fun.
flexible, outdoors lob. Apply in
person at Inner City Express
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose
Cross street is N. First.
For Part -Time and
Full -Time Positions, call
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983
Office jobs in local companies
Students/grads/career change
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
Phone (650) 320-9698
Fax: (650) 320-9688
www.hallmarkpersonnel com
COMPUTER, INTERNET People
Wanted. Up to $25-$75/hr
PT/FT Free booklet.
800-437-9165. 24 hr rec
WWW.LiveLifeFully com
Certain advertisements in
thew columns may rater the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
Information.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addltion. readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listing
cc coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise

NASA will pay $8 an hour tor ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY CHILD CARE/NANNY PT FT
participating in Human Factors
Student Friendly - Will Train
Established Los Gatos agency
studies, Must be 18-40. US Cit- All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
seeks warm, caring students
izen or have Green Card Call
408-247-4827
for pan and full time
650-604-5118 for details.
nanny positions.
We list only the best jobs!
$35-$65/HRI Wear costume
Hours flexible around school
events 4 WS. S Bey+ SF FUN! Must
from 15 hrs/wk to full time.
have car. be avail Mods No exp
515-518’HR
reqn. Will train. CaN 831-457-8166
STANFORD PARK NANNIES
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
408-395-3043
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! Special Ed 8 Regular Class,
www.spnannies.com
Local valet company in search $10.86-$15.43/hr Saratoga Sch.
of enthusiastic and energetic Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info
individuals to work at nearby 8 application Immediate Need.
malls, hotels 8 private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
TEACHERS. SUBS
around your busy school
and
schedule Must have Clean
RECREATION LEADERS
LIFEGUARD, Instructional
DMV Lots of fun 8 earn good Enjoy working with kids? Join Lifeguard 8 Aquatic Specialist.
money. Call 867-7275.
the team at Small World Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
Schools, get great experience part or full time for San Jose.
FOOD SEFIVICE/ Espresso bar/ WORKING WITH CHILDREN Mon-Fn. $8.91-$11.82. CaH Peter
Host. P/T avail. breakfast or AGES 5-12 years in our before or Jacob - 295-0228. Resume:
lunch. Busy restaurant in S’vale. and after school rec. programs. 730 Empey Way, San Jose
$10.00-510.25 to start. Call SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 95128 or fax 408-275-9858.
Wendy
733-9331 or 733-9446. offers competitve pay. health
benefits for 30 + hrs. excellent
SUBSTITUTE
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL training. and a fun work environRECREATION LEADERS
help needed for small exclusive ment We can often offer flexible Join the SMALL WORLD
shop and kennel PT, Tues-Sat hours around your school SCHOOLS team as a Substitute
Must be reliable. honest, able to schedule This is a great job Teacher/ Rec Leader 8 enjoy the
do physical work. Prefer exp for both men and women flexibility you need. Small World
working w/ dogs. but will train. Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or Schools is looking for students
Great oppty tor dog lover. Can fax resume to 408-283-9201. wanting to work with children in
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or You will need at least 6 units in our before and after school care
Call 371-9115.
ECE, recreation. music. dance, programs. As a substitute you
art, phys ed. human services. can choose which days you’re
LICENSED NUTRITIONIST social welfare. nursing, s000logy. available for work The only
Lead nutrition conditioning class psychology. home economics. requirement is your desire
in San Jose Per Diem. 6 hrs or elementary education
to work with children ages
per week/no benefits. Call Peter
6 through 12 years in a fun
408-295-0228. Resume: 730
recreation type atmosphere
Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or
Call 408-263-9200 today for an
fax 408-295-2957.
interview,or fax your resume
to 408-283-9201.
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.
LIVE-IN OR LIVE OUT NANNY RECREATION LEADER, City of
Perfect for Students!
for two kids ages 9 and 14 Valid San Jose, S12.05 hr. starting
Eam $250 eve weekend!
Drivers License with good driving Rewarding job for someone who
Must have reliable truck or van record required Must also do enjoys working with youth Here’s
Heavy lifting is required.
light housekeeping Call Stacey your opportunity to make a differ
408-292-7876
seeking
for details at 408 656-6841
ence in a child s
candidates w/leadership. organization 8 problem solving skills to

EMPLOYMENT
Education/Schools

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/Nannies

implement exciting after school
programs. Hours: M-F afternoons
and Sat momings. Candidates
must have a high school diploma
or equiv. & pass a background
check before starting their work
assignment. For more information contact the Hiring Unit at
979-7826 or download at
http -jobs cityofsi orq

SERVICES
ESL PRIVATE INSTRUCTOR
1 -on-1 or small group ciasses
offer more opportunity to speak.
Flexible. affordable classes.
Biz English, TOEFL preparation,
resume assistance, conversetion Bruce Reed 0 yahoo com
or 405-383-9185

WORDPROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Have your theses term papers
group projects. etc professionally typed APA a specialty
Experienced 8 dependable
Almaden/Branham area Call
Linda for an appointment at
(408) 264-4504

RELAllONSHIP SPECIALIST!
clear
Extremely accurate
answers to all of your questions
Caring readers available to talk
with you now. Special Student
Discounts Available Enjoy online
chat 8 Free Numerology Report
www.lookingbeyond com
113. For entertainment only.
Looking Beyond. Inc. Call toll
free 1-877-955-4155.

ADVERTISE IN CLASSIFIEDS
25% discount for Students
Such a deal!!

HEALTH / BEAUTY

SPORTS

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Call Birthright. 408-241-8444 or
800-550-49C0 Free/Confidential

SEMIPRO BASEBALL LEAGUE
San Jose NABA needs players
8 teams of all playing abilities
tor the Summer season For
LOST & FOUND ADS are
information contact Eric 408- offered FREE as a SERVICE to
294-7597 or sjnaba 4aol c.om
the campus community

LOST

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FoRNATioNAL/AGFm,

R

RENTAL HOUSING

SMALL ONE BDRM HOUSE. No
pets. no smokers close to SJSU
1920’S CLASSIC 1BR/IBA for avail 3/15. $775/mo. Call 297-3532.
clean. quiet. sober financially
responsible. Park, Yard. Hrdwd DOWNTOWN WILLIAM /4th,
firs. 551-553 So 6th. $900 & up. 2 bdrm/1 bath. W/G paid. Pritng
Peter 408-746-19C0 or 292-11390 avail. $1150/mo. Quiet complex.
Agent 408-978-5466.

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

STATISTICAL Data Processing,
survey tabs. charts. tables,
;iicnnnccee 40t:s3tag789u5sing
New Smile Choice Dentat Plan
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
year Save 30% - 60%. For info
call 1-800-655-3225 or
www.studentdental.com or
www goldenwestdental.com.
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%II 408-924-3277
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ACROSS
1
8
10
14
15

Luau VillikOM41
8,9 ticl
Fishing SOW
Alwno sae
Nudge forward
Tragic monarch
17 Noi hidden
18 Ostnch look -shims
19 Horrible boss
20 Chili ingredient
(2 wdS 1
22 Mors than once
23 Entreated
24 Nodded oft
26 Feathery wrap
29 Shuttle
dispatchers
Flying saucer
32 Actor Brynner
33 Defeat badly
34 Fast food
38 Expedrtion
40 Companion
42 Relocate
43 Flee
46 Denomination
49 Fix a squeak
50 FaN mo
51 To be in Montreal
52 Furtive
53 Curt
57 Portuguese lady
59 Shaquifle of the
NBA
Attire tor Scarier
5 Mx together
06 Kitty s plea
67 Owl. idler
68 kkence
69 All sports chennei
70 Office worker
71 LondOn district
72 Not more
73 Scrumptious

16

31

DOWN
1 On the summit
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Ad Rates: 3-11ne minimum

Nemo

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Day
Days
Days
Days Days
3 lines
$11
$13
$5
$7
$9
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DititCOUNTS1
20 + consecutive issues receive 10, off
40 + consecutive issues receive 20, off
50 + COnsecuttve issues receive 25, off
Local rites apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students. star & faculty
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set In bold type at a per
ad charge of $3 per word

Address

Please check
one classification:

_Lost and Found* _Rentai Housing
City & Stele
/geode
Announcements _Shared Housing
_Campus Clubs
_Real Estate
Rano
Greek Messages __ Services
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
_Health/Beauty
Events
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Volunteers
_SporIsThrills
Son Jose State University
For Sale
San Jose. CA 95192-0149
_Insurance
Electronics
__Entertainment
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentei Hall ROOm 209
Deadline 10:00 a m two weekdays before publication
wanted
_Travei
? All ads are prepaid II No refunds on canceled ads
Employment
_Tutonng
Rates tor consecutive publication dates only
Opoonunities
Word Processing
In QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only. no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED
Lost & Found ads are

offered

free

as a

service to the campus community

408-924-3277
408-924-3282

classified @ jmc.sjsu.edu

IMMIGRATION
Work and Family Visas.
Green Cards, Naturalization
408-738-4893
www vipimmigration com

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTN. STUDENT FILMMAKERS
want people to see you film’?
(Other than your parents or
friends.) Submit your student
film to WonderCon. the Bay
area’s largest gathering of
comic book. film and popular
arts fans. No prizes. but great
exposure. Send your VHS submissions by March 15th to:
WonderCon, P.O.Box 128458,
san Diego. CA 92112. Or email
cciwebOnucgen.com for rnore info.

PHN:
FAX:
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NEWS

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

CARET Group of 30 listened
continued from Page I
the majority of the conference
discussing the benefits the city
receives from having the university in the area.
"Without San Jose State, I
believe the Silicon Valley would
still be here," he said. "But it
would be very different."
Caret said SJSU produces
about 7,000 graduates each
year, along with about 150,000
alumni, out of which many
have started businesses in the
area and added greatly to the
technology work force in Silicon Valley.
"If we didn’t create you, we
will sustain you," Caret said,
referring to local technology
outfits and other businesses in
the area.
While other Bay Area universities, including Stanford
University and UC Berkeley,
educate students from around
the world before dispersing
them back into it, Caret said
SJSU focuses on its own
region, taking local students
and sending them back out
into the local workforce.
He went on to say that
SJSU is a force within Silicon
Valley, something that some
companies and their chief officer’s have taken notice of
"I can go into any room in
the city, and people thank me
for either the graduates or
interns that they have," he said.
A stronger work ethic, compared to students of other universities, is a trait typical of
SJSU graduates, Caret said.
"Not coming from an elite
campus, our students don’t
expect something for nothing,"
he said.
When asked about the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
Library, Caret expressed optimism toward what he promoted as a great resource for both
the general public and the university
"I think the library will
enable us to take from both
cultures (city and campus) and

gain from the synergy of both
of them," he said, adding that
it should be open in about a
year and a half
Caret also touched on the
subject of intercollegiate athletics at SJSU, stressing the
prestige of being a Division I
school and referring to athletics as a link connecting alumni
to the university.
He also acknowledged the
difficulty in sustaining a solid
athletic program.
"Athletics is 2.4 percent of
my budget, and 30 percent of
my headaches," he said.
The biggest challenge facing the department is its location, since SJSU has been
unable to sustain a winning
base that would attract fans to
football and basketball games,
which would bring in the most
money, he said.
A large weakness, he said,
was a lack of students and residents at the games.
Despite the obstacles, Caret
appeared willing to put an
effort towards building the
athletic programs.
Those in attendance said
they were impressed by both
Caret’s past accomplishments
and his performance so far as
the leader of SJSU.
Carl Ketchum, a 1950 graduate of SJSU, praised Caret
and SJSU for their work in
providing the valley with a talented work force.
"It’s the broadening of the
engineering, business programs and others that makes
(SJSU) a terrific source for
(local companies)," he said. "I
tried to put myself in the seat
of an industry person. The university has tremendous depth
of personnel to offer."
Garry Cheney, a 1977 graduate, credited Caret for
improving the image of SJSU
on a large scale.
"Caret exploded the gap to
make SJSU part of Silicon Valley and the world," he said.

Right, Victoria Harper and Irene Miura share a laugh
over lunch conversation during the Robert Caret Luncheon
sponsored by the Commonwealth Club in San Jose. Below,
San Jose State University President Robert Caret
speaks about his role as the leader of the University during a luncheon
sponcered by the Commonwealth Club of San Jose.
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Israelis, Palestinians clash after Bush
announces peace trip to Mideast
JERUSALEM (AP) A Palestinian gutunan infiltrated a Jewish settlement in Gaza and killed
five Israelis late Thursday. Israel
hit back early Friday with
attacks in Gaza and Bethlehem,
lcilling a top commander and nine
other PalestiniEms after a day of
intense Israeli strikes throughout the Palestiniari territories.
The latest violence came hours
after President Bush announced
he was sending Mideast envoy
Anthony Zinni back to the region
late next week in an attempt to
quell the spiraling violence.
The late night attack on the
Atzmona settlement also wounded 20 people, five seriously, before
the gunman, who also hurled
grenades, was shot and killed, the
military said. One of the wounded died in hospital.
Israel Radio reported the military wing of the militant Hamas
organization claimed responsibility and said the attacker was
Mohammed Farhat, 19, from
Gaza City. The station said the
infiltrator entered the settlement
from the south, near the Palestinian city of Khan Younis.
"I was watching television
when I heard gunfire outside
very close: said Elisheva Weiss, a
mother of nine, talking by phone
from the settlement to Israel
Radio. She said settlers were
instructed by loudspeaker to stay
in their houses and keep their
lights off.
The new violence followed a
day of clashes Thursday that left
13 Palestinians dead, while
Palestinian a suicide bomber
attacked a West Bank settlement
and two other bombing attempts
were foiled.
Israeli forces early Friday
attacked a Palestinian police
base north of Gaza City. Gunboats fired machine guns and
helicopters fired three missiles at
the base, witnesses said. Four
people were killed and six others
wounded, doctors said. Israeli
gunfire hit a police explosives
storage building, setting off
blasts that could be heard all
over Gaza City, witnesses said.
In southern Gaza, Israeli
forces entered the village of
Hozaa, next to Khan Younis,
Palestinian security officials said.
Four people were killed there as
well, including the area commander of Palestinian security, officials said. Maj. Gen. Ahmed
Mefraj was the highest-ranking
officer ever to die in a clash with
Israeli forces, Palestinian security officials said.

The Israeli military had no
immediat,e comment.
Israeli tanks and troops
entered Bethlehem from two
directions early Friday, Palestinians said. Israeli helicopters fired
at the Aida refugee camp in the
town after Palestinians shot at
an Israeli outpost nearby, witnesses said. Two Palestinians
were killed, Palestinians said.
An Israeli warplane fired a tnissile at Palestinian headquarters in
Bethlehem, a complex hit hard in
previous air strikes. The Israeli
military said it attaciced a military
security building as part of its
’efforts to prevent terrorism.’
In announcing Zinni’s return,
Bush called for both sides to end
the fighting. He said the Israelis
had to show "a vision for peace.
There’s got to be more than security." Bush said, however, he fully
supported Israel’s right to defend
itself from Palestinian attacks.
He called on Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat to make a
"maximum effort to end terrorism against Israel."
Israeli and Palestinian leaders
welcomed Zinni’s planried return.
"Prime Minister (Ariel) Sharon
values and appreciates the work
of General Zinni and the efforts he
has made in halting the violence,
terror and incitement: a statement from Sharon’s office said.
Palestinian negotiator Saeb
Erekat said the Bush administration had reached the conclusion
that Sharon’s policies were leading to "more bloodshed and deterioration." He hoped Zinni would
bring a "concrete plan" to carry
out agreed-on plans for a truce
and resumption of peace talks.
Thirteen Palestinians were
killed Thursday as Israeli troops
stormed through two West Bank
refugee camps before dawn and
rocketed a police station after
nightfall in one of Gaza’s most
crowded camps, sending Palestinian civilians running for cover. In
Bethlehem, Israeli airstrikes on
Arafat’s local headquarters hit so
hard they blew open bolted doors
in nearby homes.
Israeli leaders said Thursday’s
campaign was aimed at forcing
the Palestinians to stop terror
attacks, but there was no sign of
that on Thursday
In the deadly conflict, a Palestinian suicide bomber walked
into a Jewish settlement’s hotel
complex in the West Bank and
blew himself up in the lobby,
injuring four people.
Another suicide bombing, at a
trendy Jerusalem cafe, was

thwarted when the cafe owner, a
waiter and a customer jumped
the man, shoved him out,side and
grabbed his bag after they savk
wires dangling from it. "Who.
me?" the man asked when confronted, cafe owner Gabi Aldoratz
told Israel radio.
At a shopping center in Pardes
Hanna, a city in Israel’s north, a
resident spotted a suspicious
object and called police. As a
bomb disposal team approached,
the bomb exploded, police said.
No one was hurt.
Sharon, stung by an earlier
rebuke from Secretary of State
Colin Powell, responded that the
conflict was "imposed on Israel by
the Palestinian Authority and its
leader.’
"Israel has never declared war
on the Palestinians. Israel fights
back against terror organizations
in the framework of its right of
self-defense. He who started this
war has the power to stop it, but
continues to prefer a war of terrorism," Sharon’s office said in a
statement.
A defiant Arafat insisted
Palestinians would not be cowed
by the escalating strikes.
"No one can shake the Palestinians," he told reporters in the
West Bank town of Ramallah on
Thursday, hours after Israel fired
missiles at his headquarters complex for the third night in a row.
"If the Israelis believe that they
can frighten them by tanks or by
missiles or by Apaches (helicopter gunships), then they are
mistaken."
Sharon ordered the military
strikes, among the most intense
and wide-ranging of the 17 month-old conflict, after more
than two dozen Israelis were
killed last weekend in a string of
Palestinian attacks.
In the West Bank, about 80
tanks and armored vehicles
entered the town of Tulkarem
late Wednesday and surrounded
the adjacent refugee camps of
Tulkarem and Nur Shams, meeting sharp resistance from dozens
of Palestinian gunmeti, witnesses
said. Twenty-four hours later,
gunmen and soldiers were still
exchanging fire.
Nine Palestinians were killed
in the fighting, including a rescue.
worker, Palestinians said.
U.N. Secretary-General Kofi
Annan condemned the killing of
the aid worker and called on
Israel to "thoroughly investigate.
the incident and to take the necessary action against those.
responsible."
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